
COLD IRON INGOTCOLD IRON INGOTCOLD IRON INGOTCOLD IRON INGOTCOLD IRON INGOT

This specific iron, found in the most secluded  
deep mines and its ore is cold to the touch, it 
is known that for those who venture into the 
Fey realms, it is a must. Most sylvan creatures 
damaged or attempting to attack a creature 
wearing Cold Iron armors seem to be taking an additional 1d4
cold damage.

 

LATRATITELATRATITELATRATITELATRATITELATRATITE

On rare occasions, referred to as the Gem of 
the Divines, not many have been discovered 
through history. It is speculated if ingested, 
you will gain the ability to persuade everyone 
in your path, however, what knowledge we do 
have of Latratite does not provide any information on its
potential side effects of it.

Use: Ingesting this gem makes your skin emanate a faint
blue glow, your eyes and hair increasingly turn a different
shade up until it reaches a pure gold color. When the
transformation is complete it provides a boost of +3 CHA and
it will last up until a long rest. During this time everyone,
including the user, will not be able to generate or store any
memories of anything that happened since the gem's
consumption, actions taken, NPCs disposition changes, etc,
while the gem's effect is still active.

Any NPCs that were persuaded or provided information, will
revert to their state from before the gem was consumed,
however, journals or paintings, or any items moved by any
person PC or NPC will be persistent in the world and will not
revert to their original position.

 

MALTHRITEMALTHRITEMALTHRITEMALTHRITEMALTHRITE

Also more commonly known as Black Dust. It 
is a psychedelic and enhancement drug. It is  
highly addictive, and once a person grows 
dependent on it, they become murderous 
and unstable when they are without it.  
It promises the buyer that it will make them feel like they can
move mountains, able to toss carriages with ease. Sells for 3
gold per gram. It is made with a mineral called Malrite and
other unknown ingredients, some suspect that remains of the
undead are mixed into the powder.

Use: When touching the crystalline dust without any
protective gear, it attaches to the skin and gets absorbed.
Moments later black veins start appearing throughout the
user's body from the place it made contact. After
consumption, the user has a temporary increase of STR of 3
points and a decrease in INT of 5 points, which will last up
until the user takes a long rest.  
After the long rest, the increase in STR and the decrease in INT
will be replaced by a penalty in WIS and CHA of 5 points. On
the next use, the STR increase will be only 2 points, and the
INT penalty will increase to 6 points. At the 3rd use, the STR
increase will be only 1 point and the INT penalty will be 7.
After the 3rd use, the STR attribute will no longer provide any
increases, however, the INT penalty will increase by 1 on each
use.

After a long rest, tied to the use count, after the first use, the
WIS and CHA attribute penalty will increase by 1. (Ex. At the
second usage the decrease will be for WIS and CHA -6, -7 at
the third, etc.).

To remove the attribute damage, the character must not use
Malthrite for an extended period. After each long rest, 1 point
of attribute damage will be restored from each of the stats. If
any of the attributes reach 0 the character dies. After 3 uses
and recovery, the STR attribute will no longer increase,
however, the penalty in the attributes will increase by 1 each
time.

PLANE LOGPLANE LOGPLANE LOGPLANE LOGPLANE LOG

"This item is quite special to me. It is usually 
used for quick transportation between places.  
It is said that this wood can talk to any other 
piece of wood of its kind. Grandmaster 
wizards do prefer it to an actual circle, as it  
can be shaped into a door. Occupies less space too, you know"
 

When Alchemical Brass is added to a Steel weapon, on a
Critical Hit, the weaponʼs damage die increases to that die size
instead of the normal die size, and the weapon adds one
additional damage die of the listed size. Ex. if the base
damage of a Short sword is d6, on a Natural 20 it will hit a
d6+d8 plus modifiers, instead of d6+d6 plus modifiers.
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COMMON MATERIALSCOMMON MATERIALSCOMMON MATERIALSCOMMON MATERIALSCOMMON MATERIALS
 

OREOREOREOREORE
 

BRASSBRASSBRASSBRASSBRASS

Brass is similar to bronze, another alloy 
containing Copper and Tin. Brass is quite 
a popular material for decoration due to its  
bright gold appearance. Its usage ranges from  
locks, hinges, and gears to plumbing and  
valves, as well as in the creation of instruments like horns or
bells.

 

BRONZEBRONZEBRONZEBRONZEBRONZE

Bronze, an alloy commonly created by mixing 
Copper and Tin, is the most familiar material 
for most artists, but also for treasurers for 
making coins. It is also broadly used in boat 
and ship fittings, as well as in the 
manufacturing process of mirrors, bells, and instrument
strings.

 

ELECTRUMELECTRUMELECTRUMELECTRUMELECTRUM

Sometimes referred to as Green Gold if  
manufactured, or White Gold, if it is  
a naturally occurring alloy. Primarily  
composed of Gold and Silver. In most cities, 
the balance between gold and silver is roughly 
50-50 for the Electrum coin or bars manufacturing, however,
in the more remote areas a higher percentage of silver is used.
Due to this, most regions have stopped using Electrum coins
altogether, as they match the big cities' manufacturing style.

 

PLATINUM INGOTPLATINUM INGOTPLATINUM INGOTPLATINUM INGOTPLATINUM INGOT

"I'm pretty sure you know what it is, it's mainly 
at this point a statute of wealth, if you look 
closely at ingots, all blacksmiths leave their 
signatures on them for posterity. I've seen 
some writing their full names, but most of 
them only put in an intentional `error` as their trademark" 
 

Being so rare, the Platinum Ingot is insanely expensive and, in
some regions, impossible to find, however, in more recent
times it has started to not be as widely used. On occasion,
some people mistake it for silver as it has a similar
shimmering, and incorrect coins are provided during trades.

 

STEELSTEELSTEELSTEELSTEEL

"Well, the building block of life, or so they say. 
I do love its glimmer in the night, especially 
when guardsmen wear their polished armors, 
keeps me safe, you know? 
 

Created from slabs of iron ore in high heat furnaces with
added charcoal, it creates one of the sturdiest metals for
weaponry. Steel is used mainly in cutlery, inexpensive rings,
armor, and weaponry.  

LEADLEADLEADLEADLEAD

"The weirdest stuff Iʼve heard of it being used 
for is, funny enough, make-up, but I feel it can 
have better usage. Most cities that have any 
plumbing have it thanks to lead." 
 

This specific metal is quite heavy and has a silvery appearance
with a hint of blue. It's mainly used in ammunition due to it
being heavy and resistant, plumbing and pipelines, as well as
in fishing.  

COALCOALCOALCOALCOAL

"It is what I would call the Blacksmith's 
favorite type of ore. Without good quality  
coal, they will not be able to do what they do.  
On a small blacksmithing station you can get 
away with just some coal and wood, but when 
it comes to foundries, coal in high quantities is a must. 
 

The favorite tool of the metalworker, coal can be found mainly
underground, making it one of the most common items
uncovered while mining. Coal can be found close to the
surface as well as underground, making dwarfs one of the
most prevalent exporters. 

SLATESLATESLATESLATESLATE

"Slate doesn't get the love it deserves. Most 
writing boards are made out of it, also, it is  
quite resistant if cut into shapes and made 
into shingles" 
 

Slate comes in many colors, from shades of gray to green to
purple, even cyan depending on where it was harvested. It's
mainly used in writing tablets and roofing.  
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